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Part I

Objectives
The goal of the project was twofold:
1. To advance the applied research on authentication and key management by
using Identity-based Cryptography (IBC), as well as
2. To propose practical authentication and key management techniques based
on these researches to be integrated in existing technologies such as Voice
over IP (VoIP) or Self-organizing Networks (SONs).
Mutual Authentication and Key Management are crucial components of all the
security techniques incorporated in the nowadays communication technologies,
such as IPsec, SSL& TLS, Voice over IP (VoIP), and Self-organizing Networks
(SONs). The existing techniques are mainly based on public key infrastructures
(PKI) which have many practical shortcomings highlighted by many researchers
and practitioners, that make them impractical for large systems or highly dynamic
systems or systems with limited computational power (such as mobile ad-hoc or
sensor networks). This is because:
• Each node in a network (system) is assumed to have a public key signed by
a Certifying Authority (CA). This requirement is considerable costly for the
node;
• Almost each PKI based protocol assumes that each node knows the certificate of the destination before it sends the message. Caching certificates
rises problems with trust and storage, and this adds large overhead on local
storage in large systems or systems with limited computational power;
• In highly dynamic systems, with nodes constantly joining and leaving the
network, certificates can quickly become invalidated and therefore the management process become complex.
All these show that the PKI solution to key management is not very adequate,
and better solutions are needed to:
2

• Simplify public key distribution and management;
• Simplify access control;
• Secure messages and strength the (mutual) authentication in a more lightweight
and clean way compared to certificate-based approaches.

Part II

Reaching the Objectives
Our project was developed in several steps (phases), which are to be described.

1 Phase 1: Study and Analysis
The first phase of the project, Study and Analysis, is dedicated to the study and
analysis of the authentication and key management techniques in technologies
such as VoIP and SONs (as well as other technologies related to these). Our study
shows the limitations of authentication and key management in these technologies.
The studies developed in this phase of the project are included into two research reports:
1. S. Iftene, F.L. Ţiplea: Authentication and Key Management in VoIP and
SONs, Research Report, Project PN-II-PT-PCCA-2013-4-1651, “Alexandru
Ioan Cuza” of Iasi, 2014
2. F.L. Ţiplea, S. Iftene, A.M. Nica: Identity-based Cryptography, Research
Report, Project PN-II-PT-PCCA-2013-4-1651, “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” of
Iasi, 2014
The first research report (RR01), Authentication and Key Management in VoIP
and SONs, focuses on the authentication and key management problems in VoIP
and SONs, highlighting the most relevant features and limitations of them. The
second research report (RR02), Identity-based Cryptography, aims at discussing
one of the most promising key management technologies which has real chances
to be a substitute of the Public-Key Infrastructure (PKI) technology. Moreover,
RR02 also discusses attribute-based encryption, where access structures defined
by Boolean circuits are central.
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Mutual Authentication and Key Management are crucial components of all the
security techniques incorporated in the nowadays communication technologies,
such as IPsec, SSL&TLS, Voice over IP (VoIP), and Self-organizing Networks
(SONs). The existing techniques are mainly based on public key infrastructures
(PKI) which have many practical shortcomings highlighted by many researchers
and practitioners, that make them impractical for large systems or highly dynamic
systems or systems with limited computational power (such as mobile ad-hoc or
sensor networks). This is because:
1. Each node in a network (system) is assumed to have a public key signed by
a Certifying Authority (CA). This requirement is considerable costly for the
node;
2. Almost each PKI based protocol assumes that each node knows the certificate of the destination before it sends the message. Caching certificates
rises problems with trust and storage, and this adds large overhead on local
storage in large systems or systems with limited computational power;
3. In highly dynamic systems, with nodes constantly joining and leaving the
network, certificates can quickly become invalidated and therefore the management process become complex.
All these show that the PKI solution to key management is not very adequate,
and better solutions are needed to:
1. Simplify public key distribution and management;
2. Simplify access control;
3. Secure messages and strength the (mutual) authentication in a more lightweight
and clean way compared to certificate-based approaches.
The next sections will discuss in more details the authentication and key management mechanisms in these technologies.
We consider that the two research reports mentioned above cover very
well the objectives of the Phase I of the project, highlighting the most important aspects needed for the second phase.
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2 Phase 2: Solutions Development and Implementation
The second phase of the project, Solutions Development and Implementation, is
dedicated to the development of new solutions for IBE and ABE schemes, based
on quadratic residuosity problem. Our results improves the existing ones and
comes with totally new schemes whose efficiency is proven by direct comparisons
with the existing schemes.
The studies and research in this phase of the project are included into the
following research papers:
1. G.D. Năstase F.L. Ţiplea: On a Lightweight Authentication Protocol for
RFID Systems, 8th International Conference on Security for Information
Technology and Communications, SECITC 2015, June 11-12, 2015, Lecture Notes on Computer Science 9522.
2. F.L. Tiplea, E. Simion: New Results on Identity-based Encryption from
Quadratic Residuosity, 8th International Conference on Security for Information Technology and Communications, SECITC 2015, June 11-12, 2015,
Lecture Notes on Computer Science 9522.
3. N. Roşia, V. Cervicescu, M. Togan: Efficient Montgomery Multiplication on
GPUs, 8th International Conference on Security for Information Technology and Communications, SECITC 2015, June 11-12, 2015, Lecture Notes
on Computer Science 9522.
4. F.L. Ţiplea: Sharing Secrets on Boolean Circuits: Application to Key-policy
Attribute-based Encryption, invited talk, Romanian Cryptology Days, Sept
21-23, 2015, Bucharest (Romania).
The first paper proposes a lightweight authentication protocol for RFID system, based on an operation which is the bases for Real Privacy Management
(RPM) technology. The second paper reports new results obtained on IBE schemes
based on quadratic residuosity. The third paper reports efficient implementations
for Montgomery multiplication on GPUs. Our fourth paper shows how secret sharing can be used in conjunction with bilinear and multilinear maps to design ABE
schemes.
We consider that the four research papers mentioned above cover very
well the objectives of the Phase II of the project (see “Expected Results”
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in the project’s realization plan), highlighting the most important aspects
needed for the third phase. Moreover, we explicitly mention that our results
are mostly published in the Lecture Notes in Computer Science Series (by
Springer-Verlag).

3 Phase 3: Solution Consolidation
In phase 3 of the project, Solution Consolidation, we have tried to show how the
solutions previously developed can be successfully used to various scenarios of
authentication and access control.

3.1 VoIP and SONs: Authentication and Key Management
3.1.1 VoIP
Voice over IP (VoIP), which is a generic term given to any technology that enables
voice communication over the Internet such as Skype or voice aware IM software,
is growing dramatically worldwide.
Standardised VoIP is a combination of four standards:
1. Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [RFC3261];
2. Session Description Protocol (SDP) [RFC2327];
3. Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) [RFC3550];
4. The Secure Real-time Transport Protocol (SRTP) [RFC3711].
SIP is a text based protocol with similar formatting to HTTP capable of operating on TCP or UDP and handles all the signaling requirements of a VoIP session.
The role of SIP is to establish streaming connection between hosts using two primary messages exchanges: INVITE consisting of a four way handshake (INVITE,
RINGING, OK, and ACK) and REGISTER consisting of (REGISTER, Unauthorized, and OK). SIP has also been chosen by the Third-Generation Partnership
Project (3GPP) as the protocol for the multimedia applications in 3G mobile networks.
SDP is a descriptive language used to describe the attributes of a media session
being established or reconfigured. SDP messages are attached to the INVITE and
OK messages during a SIP call establishment. The message is made up of a
6

number of key value pairs called attributes. These attributes include what codecs
are available and the IP addresses and port numbers of stream endpoints.
RTP on the other hand is a UDP based streaming protocol capable of using
arbitrary profiles and parameters. It handles buffering, jitter correction and is
reliant upon SIP to know which profile and codecs to use and which ports to
utilise for the media stream.
SRTP is a later extension to RTP which provides cryptographic support for privacy and integrity (using Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in Counter Mode
(CM)).
Although SRTP has been intended as a security extension of RTP, VoIP still
lacks some basic security features with respect to authentication and key management:
1. the default authentication method used in SIP is HTTP Digest authentication (see Figure 1) which is vulnerable to many forms of attacks (see
RFC2617);
Figure 1: HTTP Digest authentication (from Microsoft®Encyclopedia of Security)
2. SIP allows encryption using S/MIME, but S/MIME is dependent upon a Certifying Authority (CA) and accompanying Public Key Infrastructure (PKI),
and therefore limited by the adoption of such a system. Moreover, S/MIME
is likely to be too heavy for resource constrained handsets;
3. SRTP provides cryptographic and integrity checks to the media stream through
the use of the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) in Counter Mode (CM).
However, the master key that is required by SRTP has no means of being
established between two previously unknown parties.
A recent comprehensive survey on SIP authentication and key agreement is
given in [16]. According to this, the existing schemes classified in:
1. Password Authenticated Key Exchange (PAKE) based schemes - most of
these schemes combine Diffie-Hellman protocol with a certain preshared
password technique in order to avoid the Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attacks. We only mention [31];
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2. Hash and symmetric encryption based schemes - based on several elaborated keyed hash functions/hash chains or block cryptosystems (and preshared information). We only mention [2], [11], and [29];
3. Public Key Cryprography (PKC) based schemes - which assume the existence of a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI). We only mention [28] and [17];
4. Identity (ID) based schemes - which combine certain ID based signatures
(used for authentication) with certain ID based key agreement protocols. We
mention [23], [13], and [22]. The main problem of these schemes is the key
escrow. Certificate-less cryptography based solutions (as [30] and [21]) for
SIP authentication and key agreement avoid this problem (the private key of
an user is derived from a partial private key provided by KGC (PKG) and
some secret information known only to the user - in this way, KGC (PKG)
does not have access to the user’s private key) but in this case the public key
of an user is no longer computable only from the user’s identity.
The security and performance of all mentioned schemes are discussed and
compared in [16] - the conclusion is that the ID based schemes are the best from
the security viewpoint, but also that their performance is inversely proportional
to the security features, mainly due to the fact that the computational cost for a
pairing computation is still expensive compared to a single or double exponentiation in a finite field. Thus, finding efficient ID based schemes which are not based
on bilinear pairings is a very important task and we hope that schemes based on
quadratic residues may be appropriate from the performance viewpoint.
3.1.2 SONs
Self-organizing Networks (SON) such as Wireless Mobile Ad-hoc Networks (MANET),
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) (including Wireless Body Sensor Networks
(WBSN)), Wireless Mesh Networks (WMN), and Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks
(VANET) have attracted a lot of attention from both the research and industry
communities, due their tremendous applications in military, disaster relief and
emergency or healthcare environments.
There is a great need for authentication and key management in Self-organizing
Networks. Several factors as (high) dynamic topology, lack of management nodes,
or resource-constrained nodes make this task very challenging.
According to [27], the existing schemes may be classified in:
1. Symmetric key schemes;
8

2. Asymmetric key schemes (which include ID-based schemes);
3. Hybrid schemes.
Although symmetric schemes require significantly less processing than asymmetric ones, they are not scalable, demanding that a certain keying material must
be shared either by a secure pre-established channel or before network formation.
Therefore, the classical symmetric schemes are difficult to apply in such networks.
On the other hand, traditional public key solutions require a trusted entity to issue
certificates and ensure that public keys belong to an identity. However, establishing a trusted entity in a Self-organizing Network is a challenge due to their
decentralized organization and lack of trust model. In hybrid schemes, symmetric
cryptography is combined with the asymmetric one in order to take advantage of
each category. For example, in Zone-Based Key Management Scheme, the nodes
are partitioned in zones and symmetric key management is used intra or inside a
zone and asymmetric key management is used for inter-zone security.
ID based schemes are surveyed in [26, 33]. The main advantages of ID based
solutions are the simpler key management process and the reduced memory storage cost compared to traditional public key methods (because the nodes must
maintain only the PKG parameters, not the public key of all other nodes). The
major problem with ID based schemes is that the private key of all users must
be known by the PKG. In conventional networks this is not an issue, but in Selforganizing Networks in which the PKG must be distributed or emulated by an
arbitrary entity, this might be a major issue. It also may require a safe channel to
exchange private keys with each node (or these keys need to be pre-distributed/preinstalled, as in sensors case). Also, ID-based schemes lack anonymity and privacy
preservation, as public keys are directly derived from the identity of the nodes
(which may lead to clandestine tracking).
Interestingly, the characteristics of these networks may naturally eliminate the
key escrow problem (inherited from ID based blocks). More exactly, due to (high)
dynamic topology, which implies that specialized nodes (as routers, certification
authorities (CA), public key generators (PKG), key generation centers (KGC)) do
not exist, the role of PKG must be distributed, i.e., the nodes themselves will participate in private key generation of a node. Threshold ID-based schemes combine
(dealer-free) secret sharing with certain ID-based schemes - in this case, the master
key of PKG is shared among the existing nodes and it is never explicitly reconstructed - thus, the private key of an user cannot be found by unauthorized groups.
We mention the schemes from [15], [12], [19]. All these schemes use Shamir’s
secret sharing scheme. It will be interesting to develop ID based schemes using
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Asmuth-Bloom secret sharing scheme (which is based on the Chinese Remainder
Theorem). It is worth mentioning that there already exist approaches based on the
Chinese Remainder Theorem (see, for example, [24]) but they are not ID based.
Also, threshold ID based schemes with non-threshold access structures for multiple/distributed PKGs may be considered - a compartmented scheme has been
recently proposed in [4]; we may focus on hierarchical access structures.

3.2 Identity-based Cryptography
A new approach to key management was recently developed with the emerging
field of Identity-based Cryptography (IBC). IBC was proposed in 1984 by Shamir
[25] who formulated its basic principles but he was unable to provide a solution to it, except for an identity-based signature (IBS) scheme. In 2000, Sakai,
Ohgishi and Kasahara [SaOK2000] have proposed an identity-based key agreement (IBKM) scheme, and one year later, Cocks [10] and Boneh and Franklin
[8] have proposed the first identity-based encryption (IBE) schemes. Cocks’ solution is based on quadratic residues. It encrypts a message bit by bit and requires
2 log n bits of cipher-text per bit of plain-text. The scheme is quite fast but its
main disadvantage is the ciphertext expansion. The Boneh and Franklin’s solution is based on bilinear maps. Moreover, Boneh and Franklin also proposed a
formal security model for IBE, and proved that their scheme is secure under the
Bilinear Diffie-Hellman (BDH) assumption.
An IBE consists of four probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) algorithms: SetUp, Key-Gen, Encrypt, and Decrypt. The first one takes as input a security parameter and outputs the system public parameters together with a master key. The
Key-Gen algorithm takes as input an identity ID together with the public parameters and the master key and outputs a private key associated to ID. The Encrypt
algorithm, starting with a message m, an identity ID and the public parameters,
encrypts m into some cypherthext c (the encryption key is ID or some binary string
derived from ID). The last algorithm decrypts c into m by using the private key
associated to ID. A standard scenario on using IBE is as follows. Whenever Alice
wants to send a message m to Bob, she encrypts m by using Bob’s identity ID(B).
In order to decrypt the message received from Alice, Bob asks the Private-Key
Generator PKG to deliver him the private key associated to ID(B).
It is interesting to compare how the three key management systems (symmetric, public, and identity-based key management systems) meet the six requirements formulated by Voltage Security (http://www.voltage.com/).
As the identity-based key management (IBKM) is viewed as the future of key
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management systems and our project focuses on it, we will describe below the
main shortcomings of the identity-based key management existing techniques:
1. The Key Escrow Problem all identity-based cryptographic schemes have
an inherent weakness, the key escrow property. In IBC, the PKG issues
private keys to all users using its master secret key. As a result, the PKG can
decrypt or sign any messages. In terms of encryption, this property might
be useful in some situations where user’s privacy can possibly be limited,
for example, due to the involvement in the crime, the user’s message should
be opened by a court order. However, in terms of signature, this key escrow
property is not desirable at all since the non-repudiation property is one of
the essential requirements of digital signature schemes. Some significant
steps were performed along alleviating this problem [1, 5, 18, 32]. But, the
solutions are still further from being good enough and so, the main question
of whether it is possible or not to construct an efficient IBC scheme that
does suffer from the key escrow problem still remains;
2. The Identity Disclosure Problem closely related to the key escrow problem
is the identity disclosure problem. Due to the intrinsic nature of identitybased cryptography, the identity of agents (users, nodes in a network) risks
a potential disclosure to all others. In some systems this is not desirable at
all. Not too much is known about this problem [20], and a deep insight into
the problem is necessary;
3. The Revocation Problem in public key cryptography, the revocation of the
public key is a big problem in the sense that the users who want to encrypt
messages or to verify signatures should first check whether the concerning
public keys have been revoked or not. To solve this problem, a PKI should
maintain a Certificate Revocation List (CRL) whose management may be
one of the factors that slows down the deployment of PKI. In identity-based
encryption schemes, this problem no longer exists as any identities can be
served as public keys. However, another kind of revocation problem occurs
in identity-based cryptography. Suppose that Bob wants others to use his
email address to encrypt messages. But, suppose that the private key associated with Bob’s email address has been compromised, so he cannot use his
email address as a public key any more. Does he have to obtain a new email
address? A solution would be to concatenate the e-mail address together
with some information about the current date or time. Anyway, this is a
particular solution and a more general approach is needed;
11

4. Efficiency Problem Identity-based cryptographic schemes proposed so far
in the literature can be categorized into three classes: schemes based on
quadratic residues, schemes based on bilinear pairings, and schemes based
on lattices. A few information about them follow:
(a) The first class mainly refers to the IBE scheme proposed by Cocks [10]
and some of its variations [9, 14, 6]. The original Cocks’ scheme is
not very efficient because each bit of plaintext is encrypted by 2log(n)
bits of cyphertext (n is the public parameter). Boneh, Gentry, and
Hamburg [9] obtained a scheme which improves the space efficiency,
but the encryption and decryption efficiencies are worse. Jhanwar and
Barua focused later [14] on improving the Boneh-Gentry-Hamburg’s
variant with respect to encryption and decryption. Revising the Cocks’
scheme, Ateniese and Gasti proposed a new variant which also provides anonymity and has good efficiency in comparison with the BonehFranklin scheme.
(b) The schemes based on bilinear pairings seem to be the most efficient
for the time being. Recently, techniques for speeding up the bilinear
pairing computation have been developed (see [7] for a good survey).
However, the computational cost for the pairing computation is still
expensive compared to a single or double exponentiation in a finite
field;
(c) In the lattice based approach (see [3]), the IBE schemes are usually
based on a technique called Pre-Image Sampling, and the security is
based on the Learning with Errors problem. The main advantages
of these schemes consist of the fact that they do not require multiprecision arithmetic and no quantum algorithms for solving lattice
problems are known. However, the key size and cyphertext size are
far too large compared to the schemes in the first two classes.

3.3 Random Number Generation and Statistical Testing
Another class of results derived from our studies was about random number generation and statistical testing. In this are, the main results obtained by us are:
1. Andrei Marghescu, Paul Svasta, and Emil Simion. Randomness extraction
techniques for jittery oscillators. In 2015 38th International Spring Seminar
on Electronics Technology (ISSE), pages 161–166. IEEE, 2015.
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2. Andrei Marghescu, Paul Svasta, and Emil Simion. Optimising ring oscillatorbased true random number generators concept on fpga. In Elec- tronics
Technology (ISSE), 2016 39th International Spring Seminar on, pages 149–
153. IEEE, 2016.
3. Andrei Marghescu and Paul Svasta. Pushing the optimization limits of
ring oscillator-based true random number generators. In International Conference for Information Technology and Communications, pages 209–224.
Springer, 2016.
4. Emil Simion. The relevance of statistical tests in cryptography. IEEE Security & Privacy, 13(1):66–70, 2015.
5. Ferucio Laurentiu Ţiplea, Sorin Iftene, George Teseleanu, and Anca Maria
Nica. Security of identity-based encryption from quadratic residuosity. In
International Conference for Information Technology and Communications,
pages 63–77. Springer, 2016.
The first three papers are about true random number generation by using physical phenomena. The fourth one focuses on the relevance of statistica testing in
cryptography, while the latest one is about security of IBE from quadratic residuosity.

Part III

Results and Impact
The results obtained during the project consist of the following research papers:
1. S. Iftene, F.L. Ţiplea: Authentication and Key Management in VoIP and
SONs, Research Report, Project PN-II-PT-PCCA-2013-4-1651, “Alexandru
Ioan Cuza” of Iasi, 2014
2. F.L. Ţiplea, S. Iftene, A.M. Nica: Identity-based Cryptography, Research
Report, Project PN-II-PT-PCCA-2013-4-1651, “Alexandru Ioan Cuza” of
Iasi, 2014
3. G.D. Năstase F.L. Ţiplea: On a Lightweight Authentication Protocol for
RFID Systems, 8th International Conference on Security for Information
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Technology and Communications, SECITC 2015, June 11-12, 2015, Lecture Notes on Computer Science 9522.
4. F.L. Tiplea, E. Simion: New Results on Identity-based Encryption from
Quadratic Residuosity, 8th International Conference on Security for Information Technology and Communications, SECITC 2015, June 11-12, 2015,
Lecture Notes on Computer Science 9522.
5. N. Roşia, V. Cervicescu, M. Togan: Efficient Montgomery Multiplication on
GPUs, 8th International Conference on Security for Information Technology and Communications, SECITC 2015, June 11-12, 2015, Lecture Notes
on Computer Science 9522.
6. F.L. Ţiplea: Sharing Secrets on Boolean Circuits: Application to Key-policy
Attribute-based Encryption, invited talk, Romanian Cryptology Days, Sept
21-23, 2015, Bucharest (Romania).
7. Andrei Marghescu, Paul Svasta, and Emil Simion. Randomness extraction
techniques for jittery oscillators. In 2015 38th International Spring Seminar
on Electronics Technology (ISSE), pages 161–166. IEEE, 2015.
8. Andrei Marghescu, Paul Svasta, and Emil Simion. Optimising ring oscillatorbased true random number generators concept on fpga. In Elec- tronics
Technology (ISSE), 2016 39th International Spring Seminar on, pages 149–
153. IEEE, 2016.
9. Andrei Marghescu and Paul Svasta. Pushing the optimization limits of
ring oscillator-based true random number generators. In International Conference for Information Technology and Communications, pages 209–224.
Springer, 2016.
10. Emil Simion. The relevance of statistical tests in cryptography. IEEE Security & Privacy, 13(1):66–70, 2015.
11. Ferucio Laurentiu Ţiplea, Sorin Iftene, George Teseleanu, and Anca Maria
Nica. Security of identity-based encryption from quadratic residuosity. In
International Conference for Information Technology and Communications,
pages 63–77. Springer, 2016.
We consider that the research reported in the project covers very well the objectives of the project: authentication and key management in RFID systems, as well
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as identity-based cryptography together with its problems (such as key-escrow
and construction of ABE schemes for general Boolean circuits).
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